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Working closer
with you!

Pearson and Anaya are collaborating
to provide you with the materials
you need for your English class, quickly
and effectively, and to make your
day-to-day lives easier.
At Pearson, the world’s learning company, we develop the most innovative
content for learning and teaching English, from Primary courses to
supplementary materials and everything in between, our resources give
you everything you need to succeed, and to do so in accordance with the
curriculum requirements.
Pearson and Anaya want to help you, working alongside you and your pupils.
Anaya representatives will work hand-in-hand with Pearson’s team of ELT
consultants to make sure that you are up to date with the methodological
approaches of our materials and the benefits they offer: you’ll be in expert
hands when it’s time to decide which material is the best fit for your class.

Closer to English learning!
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What’s new in 2018?
Pre-A1 - B1
• Fast-paced 6-level primary course
• Developed specifically for Spanish classrooms
• Complete package for schools offering intensive
or bilingual programmes

p.10

Pre-A1 - A2+

Pre-A1 - A2

• Semi-intensive 6-level
primary course
developed for 3-5
sessions per week
• Combines a solid
ELT Methodology
with exciting stories,
adventures and quests

• 6-level primary course
ideal for 2-3 sessions
per week
• Exciting stories,
adventures and quests
to motivate and
engage learners

p.18

p.14

Bilingualism / Plurilingualism
• 6-level primary course for schools offering
bilingual/plurilingual programmes
• Takes pupils on a fun journey through time
where they experience music and culture

p.24

At Pearson, we’re here to help you access better learning,
wherever and however you need it.
3

Teacher Support and Tra
ELT Consultants Support
If your school or institution would like specific
guidance about Pearson’s materials or digital
tools, our team of ELT Consultants will lend
you a hand, from our First Day of Class training
to get you up and running smoothly, to follow
up visits to make sure you are on track to
achieving your goals, we will be there every
step of the way.

Teacher Trainers,
Events and Conferences
At conferences and events in Spain, our
teacher trainers will keep you up to date
on new trends in English Language Learning
and share experiences and ideas that will
bring that extra spark to your classes. Please
keep an eye on the events section on our
website pearsonelt.es and posts on our blog
eltlearningjourneys.com

Collaborative Workshops
Pearson Collaborative Workshops provide
an opportunity for you to interact with
other teachers in depth, to explore current
challenges in everyday teaching and to
influence the creation of future teaching
materials.

4

aining Services
Pearson Webinars
for English Teachers
As a teacher you know that time is a
precious commodity. Fitting in professional
development while dealing with the demands
of your classes and enjoying your free time is
anything but easy. Our free and easy to access
webinars, presented by our team of
teacher trainers, authors and experts in the
field of English language teaching, are just what
you may be looking for to keep on top of the
most important methodological trends as well
as get some practical take-aways for your next
class. All from the comfort of your own home.

Pearson Blogs
Broaden your horizons with us at
eltlearningjourneys.com
With so many changes in ELT, you might easily
lose track of the insights and stories that
could make a real difference to your teaching
journey. That is why we invite you to visit our
blog where you will find the latest information
about what’s happening in the world of ELT,
reflections on different methodologies and
activities to try out with your pupils.

Learning is a journey and we will
be with you every step of the way
5

Going Digital
New ways of life
require new ways
to learn, and
we’re making
them happen

Active Teach for IWB offers teachers
the convenience of in-class access to
textbooks, class audio and DVD, printable
worksheets, interactive exercises,
assessment activities and tests, and
more.

Active Teach
• IWB software
• Interactive activities
• Extra resources
• Review games

Poptropica English
Family Readers

Poptropica English
Word Games

Big English Word
Games

Pearson English
Readers
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Apps

Our Teacher’s Resource Materials
provide comprehensive digital resources
to support teachers. All resources are
available online on our portal including
teaching notes, photocopiable worksheets,
etc.
Pearson eTexts allow our books to be
delivered in digital format, providing access
to interactive activities on the move and
enhancing pupils’ learning experiences.

The Online World is a digital platform
that provides an interactive online
experience where pupils engage with
the characters they meet through the
course and practise language games and
tasks from the units. This provides more
exposure to English.
With our Apps, pupils can get more
practice using technology and spend more
time interacting in English.

eText

’m wearing

• English course in digital format
• Interactive exercises
• Flexible to be used on your preferred device
• Audio and video resources on the go

a cap.
trainers.

or false?

wearing?

Lesson 2

Can identify some clothing items

M05_POEN_PUB_02GLB_BR_1648_U05.indd 42

02/03/2017 09:47

M05_POEN_PUB_02GLB_BR_1648_U05.indd 43

and a sweatshirt.

Can ask and answer about what people are wearing

43
02/03/2017 09:47

Online World

• Online solution
• Interactive
activities
• Useful diagnostic
tool
• Practice for
pupils
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When you choose Pearson
Kids all around the world are learning
English with Pearson materials. Our
courses help teachers motivate children,
show evidence of progress to schools
and parents, and achieve goals.
We’ve partnered with teachers and
specialists worldwide to create unique
materials and tools for learning,
enabling pupils to flourish; teachers
to inspire; and parents, schools and
organisations to have confidence that

pupils are making meaningful progress
toward their learning objectives.
Last year, teachers around Spain
participated in our workshops and focus
groups, which allowed us to better
understand teachers’ needs. As a result
we’re certain that all new materials
fulfill teachers’ expectations and
address their most common challenges
in the classroom, while making learning
interesting and fun for pupils.

Illustration by Lucy Vigrass

We are experts in
methodology and courses
for primary
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Correlation Chart

CEFR

Pre-A1

A1

Cambridge Young
Learners’ Tests

Starters

Movers

Team Up!

Poptropica
English Islands
Poptropica English

A2

B1

Flyers

PET
for Schools

Key for Schools

NEW p. 10

NEW p. 14

NEW p. 18

Correlation Chart
This chart is designed to show where each of our products
fits with one or more of the following: CEFR and YLE.
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Team Up!

NEW
Everything you need
–and more– to get results!
Team Up! is a fast-paced, 6-level primary course that will inspire your
pupils and help them achieve their goals. Team Up! develops 21st
Century Skills by challenging pupils to communicate in authentic
contexts, be creative, think critically and collaborate with their
classmates to get results. Team Up! helps prepare pupils for success
in Cambridge English and Trinity examinations, taking them from
level A1 of the CEFR to B1.
Focus on developing 21st Century Skills
Team Up! engages pupils with fun, exciting material and prepares
them to succeed both in the classroom and in the outside world.
Team Up! challenges pupils to be creative, to think critically and
to collaborate with their classmates. The Assessment for Learning
approach helps pupils reflect on their own learning.

Authors
Susannah Reed
Lesley Koustaff
Michelle Mahony
Viv Lambert
Kirstie Grainger
Anna Osborn
with Kay Bentley

CLIL and Culture references
Team Up! provides engaging content with links to the Science
syllabus, helping teachers plan and connect their bilingual teaching
programmes. The Culture lesson and Culture videos provide pupils
with real-world knowledge and understanding.
Communicative language competence
Team Up! encourages pupils to use natural English and practise
their learning in authentic contexts through the English in Action
section and provides opportunities to explore and personalise new
language.

Series Consultant
Magdalena Custodio
6 Levels
Pre-A1 - B1
BE
Developed specifically
for Spanish
classrooms, Team Up!
provides the complete
package for schools
offering intensive or
bilingual programmes

Reading and Writing skills
In Team Up! learners are given ample opportunity
to develop and practise their reading and writing
skills. Age-appropriate stories and a variety of text genres motivate
pupils to read. Writing sections in every unit are carefully scaffolded
and introduce pupils to a variety of different text types.
Preparation for Cambridge and Trinity Exams
Team Up! has exam preparation built in right from the start.
Exam tasks seamlessly integrated into the unit, a dedicated exam
preparation lesson and additional practice tests help pupils to feel
confident and prepared.
High level content
Team Up! includes strong grammar and vocabulary programmes.
Grammar is presented in context with guided practice and revision
through the units. Vocabulary sets are recycled both within and
between units and are supported with eye-catching visuals and fun
activities.

ISBNs

1

2

3

4

5

6

Pupil’s Book

9788498379037

9788498379136

9788498379235

9788498379334

9788498379433

9788498379556

Activity Book

9788498379075

9788498379174

9788498379273

9788498379372

9788498379488

9788498379600

eText Premium

9788498379068

9788498379167

9788498379266

9788498379365

9788498379464

9788498379587
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For pupils

Lesson 5
Who lives in this house?

2

000

Listen and read.

Buckingham Palace
This is the ballroom.
People dance in it.
Sometimes it’s a dining
room. People eat in it.

dining room

Look at the man.
He’s laying the table.

ballroom

Look at the chairs. How
many can you see?
Do you like this house?

Find out more! Watch the video.

This is the Royal Palace.
It’s in Madrid. This is the hall.
Make a tourist leaflet.
Together, find out about an important house in your

2 Find photos or draw a picture.

3 Write about it. This is … It’s in … This is the …
4 Make a tourist leaflet for your house.
5 Tell your class about your house.
88

eighty-eight

xxxx xxxxxx

Pupil’s Book

eText Basic

Activity Book

Engaging stories and texts capture pupils’
attention and encourage critical thinking
skills right from the start. Carefully designed
activities, projects and exam practice build
individual confidence and collaboration
skills. Motivating characters are brought to
life in animated stories.

Digital version of the Pupil’s Book
with integrated audio and video
material.

In full colour, the Activity
Book offers language
and skills practice to
consolidate learning.

eText Premium
Fully interactive digital version
of the Pupil’s Book and Activity
Book with integrated interactive
activities, audio and video material.

Intensive
Reading
Programme
available for
Team Up! users

For the teacher
Lesson 5
Who lives in this house?

2

000

Listen and read.

8

Lesson 6
1

000

Listen and read.

Buckingham Palace
This is the ballroom.
People dance in it.
Sometimes it’s a dining
room. People eat in it.

dining room

Look at the man.
He’s laying the table.

Buckingham Palace. It’s
the home of the royal
family in London, in the
UK. It has got a lot of
rooms and a big garden.

ballroom

Look at the chairs. How
many can you see?
Do you like this house?

Find out more! Watch the video.
Go to Activity Book, page 81.

This is the Royal Palace.
It’s in Madrid. This is the hall.

Make a tourist leaflet.

1 Together, find out about an important house in your

4

town or country.

3 Write about it. This is … It’s in … This is the …
4 Make a tourist leaflet for your house.
5 Tell your class about your house.
88

Teacher’s Book
Includes pages of the Pupil’s
Book with lesson plans,
Assessment for Learning
techniques and practical tips for
dealing with mixed ability classes.
Also provides suggestions for
developing and evaluating
Content and Language Integrated
Learning (CLIL).

Teacher’s Resource Pack
with external exam
preparation material
Includes unit, end of term, end
of year and exam preparation
tests plus extra photocopiable
resources (grammar,
vocabulary, video and
communication worksheets).

eighty-eight

000
Are the sounds the same?
Listen and tick (✔) or cross (✘).

1

2 Find photos or draw a picture.

xxxx xxxxxx

5

000

3

2

4

Listen and say the tongue twister.

The lamp and the lizard are on the rug in the room.

xxxxx xxxxx

eighty-nine

89

Active Teach for IWB
A complete interactive version of
the Pupil’s Book and Activity Book
with videos, interactive activities
and teacher’s resources.

Class Audio CDs
Posters
Flashcards
Word Cards
Story Cards
eText Basic /
eText Premium
www.pearsonELT.es/teamup
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Level 1 - Unit 3

Lesson 1

3
1

Move your body!

Think!

2

000

2

head

face

7

8

tummy

arms

9

fingers

4

000

1

twenty-eight

Story

CLIL Link

I’ve got one head. I’ve got one face.
I’ve got one tummy. I’ve got two arms.
I’ve got two legs. I’ve got two knees.
I’ve got two hands. I’ve got two feet.
I’ve got ten fingers. I’ve got ten toes.

000

Point and say.

Point and say.

Communicate

5

I’ve got a white head / body.

Fingers.

Grammar

I’ve got one face.

Fingers.

2
he

T

1

Look at picture 1. What’s in the box?

Before you read

2

dragon costum

I’ve got ten toes.

000

Lesson 2

D isc

Hello. My name’s Gymbot.
Stand up, please!

Team Up! activities
ten fingers.
you read What’s your
1 Before
and Team
Up! projects
encourage
pupils
to
2 000 Listen and read.
work in groups and learn
Chinese
Year Find out more
you read
collaboratively.
3 AfterNew

7

Let’s put it together!

I’ve got red arms / legs.

Move your legs and
stamp your feet!

It’s a robot.

Bend your knees
and touch your toes!

Haha! This is fun!

4

n5

USA

C U LT U R E

Yes, we can all help!

Here’s a white head
and a blue body.

My name’s Sally. I like
Chinese New Year at school.

Go to Activity Book, page 3

I’ve got eight hands / fingers.

Look! It’s a Chinese dragon!
Look at our dragon
costume! I’ve got the head.
It’s yellow. My friends have
got the dragon body.

Project

CLIL Link

I’ve got two hands.

4

Create

3

8

I’ve got an arm. It’s red.

And I’ve got a leg.

Let’s see. A head,
a body, two arms
and two legs.

3

Two knees, two
hands, two feet.

After you read

Look at the story. Read and circle.

Hello! My name is Gymbot.

Eight fingers
and eight
toes. Good.
Team up!

4

Solve

And I’ve got a foot.
Thank you, Atomic.

I’ve got a white head / body.

2

I’ve got a blue head / body.

What can the robot do?
Can you guess?

5

Create

I’ve got red arms / legs.

4

I’ve got eight hands / fingers.

CLIL Link Why do we need exercise? What else do our bodies need?

Values

Before you read

What’s your favourite festival? Do you wear a costume?

Listen and read.

2

000

3

After you read

Find out more! Watch the video.

Go to Activity Book, page 31.

thirty-one

Project

31

Team up!

My costume is red.
I clap my hands.
I stamp my feet.

3 Write. My costume is ...
4 Together, make a poster of
thirty-one 31
5 Show your poster to the cla

Make a festival poster.

1 Choose a festival.
2 Draw a costume for the festival.

FERIA DE ABRIL

3 Write. My costume is ...
4 Together, make a poster of your festival.

CLIL Link Why do we need exercise? What else do our bodies need? 5

3

Gymbot.

Make a festival

1 Choose a festival.
2 Draw a costume for the fes
Do exercise

1

Values

Do exercise

Design a robot. What can it do?

thirty

I walk and stamp my feet.
My friends walk and bend

Team
up!
their bodies.

dragon costume

3

Act out the story.

Design a robot. What can it do?
30

1

5

Act out the story.

Team up!

I’ve got

3

29

2

What’s this, Marie?
3

6

Watch or listen and read.

Look! Arms, legs,
hands and feet.

Create tasks enable
pupils to use their
imagination and engage
them with the content.

twenty-nine

I’ve got a blue head / body.

ea
ov er y T

1

5

toes

Listen and chant.

Communicate

5

I’ve got one hea
I’ve got one tumm
I’ve got two legs
I’ve got two han
I’ve got ten finge

How many crayons can you see?
Where’s the teddy?
What colour is the book?
28

4

feet

Look at the story. Read and circle.

Hello! My name is Gymbot.

C U LT U R E

Listen and chant.

And I see me!

knees

This is my body.
Who can you see?
This is my body
And I see me!

After you read

4

000

Find the body parts on page 28.

3

Think questions prompt
pupils to use critical thinking
skills and to personalise
language.

legs

hands

10

knees

USA

This is my body.
Communicate activities
prompt pupils to practise
Who canthe
you see?
new language.
This is my body

5

How many body words do you know?

Think!

3

4

How many body words do you know?

6

1

3

legs

3

Vocabulary and Grammar

Listen and stick. Then listen and say.

1

Show your poster to the class.

my costume

34

p

stam

thirty-four

34

7

thirty-four

CLIL and Culture references
3

Lesson 2

6

Hello. My name’s Gymbot.
Stand up, please!

7

oes!

8

Bend your knees
and touch your toes!

Culture
Target language is practised
and extended through a Culture
lesson that enables pupils to
learn about different countries
and cultures around the world.

Every three units there is
a dedicated CLIL section covering
topics from Maths, Natural
Science and Social Science.

Move your legs and
stamp your feet!
Move your legs and
stamp your feet!

Haha! This is fun!

Haha! This is fun!

CLIL Link
Look at the story. Read and circle.

How many crayons can you see?
Where’s the teddy?
What colour is the book?
After you read

Hello! My name is Gymbot.

4
5

Team up!

Create

1

I’ve got a white head / body.

2

I’ve got a blue head / body.

3

I’ve got red arms / legs.

4

I’ve got eight hands / fingers.

Act out the story.

nce

Natural Scie

Values

Think

CLIL Link

CLIL Link Why do we need exercise? What else do our bodies need?

thirty-one

28

1

twenty-eight

1

1

Think

How many senses have we got?

3

Team Up! includes links to the Science syllabus,
helping
I’ve got red arms
/ legs.teachers plan and connect their
bilingual teaching programmes.

2

000

Listen, read and check.

Before you read

2

000

What’s your favourite festival? Do you wear a costume?

Listen and read.

Go to Activity Book, page 31.

How many senses have we got?

We’ve got five senses. They are sight, hearing, hearing
smell, taste and touch.
sight
sight

We can see with

We can hear

our eyes.

with our ears.

We can see with
Check
our eyes.
3

2 hearing

Check

Do exercise

3

thirty-one

31

smell

We can smell
with our noses.

I stamp my feet.
tasteMake a festival poster.touch

Team up!

touch

taste

3 smell
4 taste
5 touch

We can taste

1 Choose a festival.
2 Draw a costume for the festival.

with our tongues.

We can touch
with our hands
and feet.

We can smell
with our noses.

We can hear
with our ears.

Match the senses with the body parts.
1 sight

Values

hearing

My costume is red.
I clap my hands.

Project

smell

FERIA DE ABRIL

3 Write. My costume is ...
4 Together, make a poster of your festival.

I’ve got eight hands / fingers.

12

1

After you read

I’ve got a blue head / body.

IL Link Why do we need exercise? What else do our bodies need?

I walk and stamp my feet.
My friends walk and bend
their bodies.
dragon costume

We’ve got five senses. They are sight, hearing, smell, taste
and touch.
3
Find out more! Watch the video.

Learn

a robot. What can it do?

How many senses have we got?

What are our senses?
How many senses have we got?

I’ve got a white head / body.

out the story.

My name’s Sally. I like
Chinese New Year at school.
Look! It’s a Chinese dragon!
Look at our dragon
costume! I’ve got the head.
It’s yellow. My friends have
got the dragon body.

Lesson 1
000
Learn
2 nce
Listen, read and check.
Natural Scie

2

4

USA

C U LT U R E

31

ok at the story. Read and circle.

Gymbot.

Lesson
1
Chinese
New
Year

n5

What are our senses?

Do exercise

Design a robot. What can it do?

Less
o

3

tummy

Find the body parts on page 28.

3

Move your body!

5

Less
o

3

fingers n

Focus on developing 21st Century Skills

8

NEW Chi

Haha! This is fun!

Less
o

PRIMARY

Bend your knees
Teamand
Up!
touch your toes!

Move your legs and
head your feet!
face
stamp

a [TU_1_PB_38_3a]
a nose
b [TU_1_PB_38_3b]
two hands
c [TU_1_PB_38_3c]
two eyes
d [TU_1_PB_38_3d]
two ears
e [TU_1_PB_38_3e]
a tongue

4

my costume

Ask and answer. What
can we touch with:

We can touch
with our hands
and feet.

our hands?
our fingers?
our feet?
our faces?
What can we touch
with our feet?

Match the senses with the body parts.
A ball!

www.pearsonELT.es/teamup
1 sight
38

5 Show your poster to the class.
34 thirty-four
We can
taste
with our tongues.

thirty-eight

a [TU_1_PB_38_3a]
a nose
b [TU_1_PB_38_3b]

4

Ask and answer. What
can we touch with:
our hands?

p

stam

PRIMARY

Communicative language competence
Lesson 6

3

English in action
Paying a compliment

1

Listen and read.

000

Look at my picture.
It’s a dinosaur costume!

3

English in action
Paying a compliment

Yes. Look at the body. It’s big.
Wow! What a cool dinosaur!
Thank you.
Communicate

2

robot

Act out the dialogue. Use diﬀerent toys and body parts.

action figure

doll

head

tummy

nose

Phonics
3

000

Listen and say.

f

Look at my picture.

v

h

face

In the English in action pages, learners
encounter new functional language linked to
a dinosaur
costume!
the It’s
theme
of the unit and
practise it in a variety
of ways.

Yes. Look at the body. It’s big.

4

000

1
3
5

000

van

hand

f v or h.

Listen and write ,
op

2

an

4

et

ut

Listen and say the tongue twister.

Lesson 4

Communicate tasks prompt pupils to actively
use the new language.

Four happy faces and five hands in the van.

thirty-five

35

Wow! What a cool dinosaur!

Preparation for Cambridge and Trinity Exams
Thank you.

gue. Use diﬀerent toys and body parts.
Lesson 4

1

head

van

tummy

000

Skills

nose

2

Communicate

000

3

Listen and colour.

Exam Preparation activities embedded in the units,

1

Listen and colour.

000
which provides pupils opportunities to practise for the
Cambridge and Trinity exams.

Cut out. Then listen and play.

I’ve got a blue head
and a brown face.

9

Get ready for...

A blue head and a
brown face, OK.

Starters Reading and Writing Part 2

I’ve got a blue body,
green arms and red hands.

Look and read. Write

1

OK.

Yes or No.

I’ve got green legs, blue
knees and black feet.

h

Green legs, blue
knees and black feet.

thirty-three

33

hand

1 I can play baseball.

2 I can take photos.

3 I can’t fly a kite.

4 I can’t paint a picture.

5 I can play the guitar.

6 I can’t run.

Trinity 1
2

000

6

Get ready for...

e a ps p
l

5

t ps aa

6

s ap e

Trinity 1
2

thirty-five

35

Look and read. Write

1

1

2

Yes

or

101

c ee s e h

4

3

000

Listen. Then answer the questions.

1 Have you got a brother?

Starters Reading and Writing Part 2

one hundred and one

e t
a m

3

Get ready for...

Can you jump? Jump!

o
as p e o
t t

2

n the van.

T-shirt?
2 How many girls can
3 Can you run? Run!

Look at the pictures. Look at the letters. Write the words.
1

wister.

1 Can you point to the red

you see?

Starters Reading and Writing Part 3
1

Listen. Then answer the questions and do the actions.

What’s his name? Have you got

2 Have you got a pet?
What pet have you got?

a sister? What’s her name?

No.

3 What are these?

3

4

4 What colour are
the bananas?

5

sixty-nine

69

1 I’ve got eight fingers. I’ve got red knees.

With an Exam Preparation page
in every unit, Team Up! provides
numerous opportunities to help
pupils familiarise themselves with the
Cambridge and Trinity exams, leaving
them confident and ready to succeed.

2 I’ve got a yellow tummy. I’ve got three legs.
3 I’ve got a green face. I’ve got four hands.
4 I’ve got five feet. I’ve got white toes.
5 I’ve got a brown head. I’ve got three arms.

Trinity 1
2

000

1

3

Listen and answer the questions.

What’s your name?
What is it?

2

4

How old are you?
Show me your fingers.
How many can you see?

thirty-seven

37

www.pearsonELT.es/teamup
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Poptropica English Islands

NEW

Makes learning English
an unforgettable adventure!
Poptropica English Islands is a semi-intensive course developed to
engage, motivate and involve young learners of English. It combines
a solid ELT methodology including exciting stories, adventures and
quests with a dynamic, pupil-centered Online World. The vocabulary
and grammar syllabus has been developed in line with external
exam topics, speciﬁcally aimed at YLE, Key and Trinity.
Solid methodology, progression and extension material
A smooth progression of skills for reading and writing, with a
gradual increase in challenge at each stage, enables pupils to
seamlessly progress to the next level of learning. My Language Kit
offers focused systematic grammar, reading and writing practice for
mixed-ability classes.

Authors
Levels 1 & 2:
Susannah Malpas
Levels 3 & 4:
Sagrario Salaberri
Levels 5 & 6:
Magdalena Custodio
Óscar Ruiz Maroto

Assessment for Learning
Poptropica English Islands includes Assessment for Learning
techniques, which enhance learning by supporting pupils in
understanding what they know and what they need to do next and
empowering them to take responsibility for their learning. Teachers
are better placed to understand where their pupils are and to make
decisions about how to help them improve.

6 Levels
Pre-A1 - A2+
BE

Projects
Active methodologies to increase the learner’s motivation include
fun, practical projects in every unit that bring together what pupils
have studied and allow them to personalise and share what they
have learned.

• My Language Kit
with extra grammar,
reading and writing
practice

CLIL and Culture references
Integrated within each unit are links to other school subjects as well
as the opportunity to study children’s lives and cultures in other
parts of the world.

• Poptropica English
World helps pupils
review what they
learn in a fun online
environment

ISBNs

Enriched Digital Oﬀer
A full digital package includes the Online World, Active Teach for
Interactive Whiteboards, Vocabulary App and eText for all devices,
including tablets. The widest range of materials which provide
opportunities to enrich pupils’ learning both in school and at home.
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Pupil’s Book

9781292207100 9781292211091 9781292211107 9781292211114 9781292247083 9781292247090

Activity Book with
Vocabulary App

9781292198088 9781292198286 9781292198415 9781292198569 9781292246987 9781292246970

eText Premium

9781292206394 9781292213040 9781292213088 9781292213125 9781292239439 9781292239477
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For Pupils

For Teachers

Tests

And also…
• Posters
• Flashcards
• Word cards
• Audio CDs
• Active Teach
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And also…

Magdalena Custodio and Óscar Ruiz

Activity Book
with Vocabulary
And App
also…

GSE
Pupil’s Book
with Island Adventure Game and
Poptropica English World

6

Tests

Magdalena Custodio and Óscar Ruiz

PUPIL’S BOOK • LEVEL 4

Level 3

Magdalena Custodio and Óscar Ruiz

10

ACTIVITY BOOK

Poptropica English World
for presenting and planning

Teacher’s Book
GSE

ACTIVITY BOOK • LEVEL 6

Teacher’s Book

Activity Book
with Vocabulary App

Pupil’s Book
with Island Adventure Game and
Poptropica English World

6

Tests
PUPIL’S BOOK • LEVEL 5

For Teachers

Pupil’s Book
with Island Adventure Game and
Poptropica English World

For Teachers

Teacher’s Book

Poptropica English Islands

Welcome to Poptropica English

Islands, a six level primary English series
that engages young learners like never before.
The unique combination of beautiful in-class
materials and fun-filled online activities, songs
and games, creates a world of excitement
and adventure that children won’t want to leave.
For Pupils

For Pupils

Poptropica English Islands

Pupil’s Book
with Island Adventure Game and
Poptropica English World

Welcome to Poptropica English Islands, a six level primary English series
that engages young learners like never before. The unique combination of beautiful in-class
materials and fun-filled online activities, songs and games, creates a world of excitement
and adventure that children won’t want to leave.

PUPIL’S BOOK • LEVEL 6

Poptropica English Islands

For pupils

For Pupils

Welcome to Poptropica English Islands, a six level primary English series
that engages young learners like never before. The unique combination of beautiful in-class
materials and fun-filled online activities, songs and games, creates a world of excitement
and adventure that children won’t want to leave.

C1 C2

PRIMARY

Poptropica English Islands

Welcome to Poptropica English Islands, a six level primary English series
that engages young learners like never before. The unique combination of beautiful in-class
materials and fun-filled online activities, songs and games, creates a world of excitement
and adventure that children won’t want to leave.
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I’m wearing

a cap.
trainers.

or false?

Pupil’s Book

43

Includes enough material for programmes
of 3-5 hours per week and introduces new
language in lively and engaging contexts.
Songs, chants, stories, games, listening and
reading texts as well as communicative
activities ensure lessons are varied, motivating
and effective.

eText Basic
Digital version of the Pupil’s Book with
integrated audio and video material.

Poptropica English World & Islands
Adventure Game
The Online World provides an interactive
online experience where children learn
and revise through play and absorb English
without even realizing it.

For the teacher

M05_POEN_PUB_02GLB_BR_1648_U05.indd 42
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Activity Book with Vocabulary App
The Activity Book provides more intensive reinforcement and
consolidation of the language presented in the Pupil’s Book.
It contains controlled and freer practice plus personalisation
and further listening and reading texts. The App helps pupils
to practise the vocabulary presented in the units.

My Language Kit
The extra grammar, reading and vocabulary booklet offers
focused systematic grammar practice for mixed-ability
classes and provides extra exam preparation for specific
coaching in YLE and Key formats.

Also available for all levels:
• eText Premium
Fully interactive digital version of the Pupil’s Book and
Activity Book with integrated interactive activities, audio
and video material.

Teacher’s Book
Ideal for schools with 3-5 sessions of English per
week, the Teacher’s Book provides an overview
of the language and skills covered in the Pupil’s
Book, as well as step-by-step lesson plans
covering all the material and extra activities such
as warm-ups and fun ideas to end each lesson.

Active Teach for IWB
The complete interactive version of the Pupil’s Book with video clips, and interactive
activities. The perfect way to make the most of the digital flashcards, word cards,
story cards and posters. Includes extra photocopiable resources and tests.

Online Teacher’s Resource Materials
Digital teacher resources to accompany and supplement your teaching. Includes
full Teacher’s Book content, tests and photocopiables. Access your resources online
anywhere, anytime and print off the pages you need for your day’s lesson.

www.pearsonELT.es/poptropicaenglishislands

Test Booklet
Posters
Flashcards
Word Cards
Story Cards
Audio CDs
eText Basic /
eText Premium
Waldo Puppet
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Clothes

Wool is made from animal fur.
There are lots of clothes made from wool
like jumpers or gloves.

Rob

Suzy

Beth

Lulu

Poptropica English Islands

PRIMARY

Leather is made from animal skins. Lots of
belts and bags are made from leather.

Cotton is made from plants. Lots of
T-shirts and dresses are made from cotton.
Polyester is a man-made material because
it is not made from animals or plants.

Is he wearing a colourful scarf?

Assessment for Learning

5

Level 3 - Unit 5

No, he isn’t.
Is he wearing hiking boots?

Clothes

Yes, he is.

2:30

What are you
wearing?
What’s he/she
wearing?

What do you know?

1

shirt

I’m
wearing
He/She’s
wearing

Are you
wearing

a baseball hat.
sandals.

It’s Matt!

Yes, I am.

a baseball
hat?

No, I’m not.

What do you know?What are you wearing? Tell a friend.
2

1

Listen and find. What’s missing?

2:26

Is he/she
wearing

shorts

polyester

30

baseball hat

No, he/she isn’t.

Look and say True or False.

6

T-shirt

tracksuit

Yes, he/she is.

sandals?

1

2

I’m wearing a
tracksuit.

3

I’m wearing
trainers.

I’m wearing a
sweatshirt.

sweatshirt

2

nimal fur.

Leather is made from animal hair.

uniform

What do yousandals
know?

24

blouse

belt

25

2

nswer.

Polyester is not made from animals

Previous knowledge
or plants.
is activated
through
Assessment for Learning
activities.

3

2:48

b

c

5

I C AN
T!
DO IT!

Listen and find. Then say the name.

a

d

e

f

Look,
answer.
Clothes are
made ask
fromand
different
materials
like leather, wool, cotton or polyester.

7

Wool is made from animal fur.

Look
at are
Prodlots
2. of clothes made from wool
There
What’s
he wearing?
like jumpers
or gloves.
He’s wearing a sweatshirt.

wool

Hey, hey! What are you wearing?
I’m wearing a uniform.
Hey, hey! What are you wearing?
I’m wearing a sweatshirt.
Hey, hey! What are you wearing?
I’m wearing a baseball hat.
A baseball hat?
He’s wearing my baseball hat!

Listen and point.

2:27

28

Listen and read. Then say True or False.

2:47

trainers

flip-flops

4

trees.

M

NEW

Play a guessing game.

29

Harry

Rob

Leather is made from animal skins. Lots of
belts and bags
made sandals?
from leather.
Is heare
wearing

Suzy

Beth

Lulu

Harry

Matt

Listen and find. What’s missing?
4

5

2:26

Listen and say.

2:28

Listen and chant.

2:29

Cotton is made from plants. Lots of
T-shirts and dresses are made
from
No, he
isn’t.cotton.

Play a guessing game.

29

I’m wearing a plain woolly jumper. These
are my favourite trousers.

Polyester is a man-made material because
it is not made from animals or plants.

leather

Is he wearing a colourful scarf?

No, he isn’t.

Is he wearing hiking boots?

56

Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Can identify items of clothing

Yes, he is.

57
57

Can ask and answer about what people are wearing

It’s Matt!

cotton

2

What’s the belt made from?

ade from?

4

complete
What’s the blousePupils
made
from? a self-

What are you wearing? Tell a friend.

30

polyester

ade from?

1

Wool is made from animal fur.

2

Leather is made from animal hair.

3

Cotton is made from trees.

4

Polyester is not made from animals
or plants.

assessment task in every unit
to confirm where they are on
their learning journey.

W i d e r World

What’s the jumper made from?

2

What’s the belt made from?

3

What’s the T-shirt made from?

4

What’s the blouse made from?

64

Projects

What do you know?

17

21

1

orms
18

2:46

Canada.
In my school
Here I’m
my favourite
k bag! I love
colour.

Listen and read.

I’m Scott and I’m from the UK. My school is
in Oxford and we’ve got uniforms. Here I’m
wearing my uniform. It’s a blue shirt, grey
trousers and a blue jacket. I’m also wearing
my black school shoes. When I’m at home
I wear a T-shirt, blue jeans and trainers.
Read again. Then choose. My favourite T-shirt is red.

Scott’s school is in Manchester

2

Scott’s favourite T-shirt is red

3

Emma’s school is in the USA

Scott’s favourite2T-shirt is red
Emma’s school is in the USA

Emma’s favourite colour is green

Canada

23

a blouse, a skirt,
white socks,
leather shoes

iform.

niform.

hirt.

1

1

SUSAN

Read and say True or False.

2

3

ls.

62

2

Emma
is wearing a uniform.
What are you wearing today?
Do you like what you’re wearing
Scott
isn’t wearing a uniform.
today?

3

Emma’s wearing a T-shirt.

4

Scott’s wearing sandals.

Lesson 8

Can understand texts about school uniforms

No

my pink T-shirt

FRED

my pink T-shirt

Ask and answer.

20

HOME

1

SCHO
SCHOOL
OL
Are you
wearing
a uniform today?
LINK

2

What are you wearing today?

1 Draw the table.
2 Write four questions for your survey.
3 Ask three friends your questions.
4 Present your results to the class.

3

Can assess what I have learn

A project encourages
personalisation and
production of the unit
language. Projects can
lead to further research
opportunities, enabling
pupils to develop research
and evaluation skills.

What’s your favourite
item of clothing?

SUSAN

Ask and answer.

Are you wearing a uniform today?

a blouse, a skirt,
white socks,
leather shoes

MARISA

FRED

y True or False.1920

T-shirt

pink

Make a class survey. Tell the class.
YOUR
What do you wear Do you like
FRIENDS to school?
uniforms?

What’s your favourite
item of clothing?

No

orange

Write about your classmate’s clothes in your notebook.

23

Make a class survey. Tell the class.

MARISA

.

Lesson 10.

pink .

Write about your classmate’s clothes in your notebook.

baseball hat

.

Australia

Australia .

orange

YOUR
What do you wear Do you like
FRIENDS to school?
uniforms?

purple

1
2
3
4

Tell the results of your survey to your family.

Do you like what you’re wearing63

HOME

SCHOOL
SCHOOL

Draw the table.
Write four questions for your survey.
Ask three friends your questions.
Present your results to the class.

LINK

Tell the results of your survey to your family.

Can talk about school uniforms

today?

Lesson 7

Lesson 8

Can understand texts about school uniforms

63

Can talk about school uniforms

CLIL and Culture references
What do you know?

24

25

2:47

28

2:48

a

Listen and read. Then say True or False.

wool

b

c

d

Rob

Leather is made from animal skins. Lots of
belts and bags are made from leather.

Cotton is made from plants. Lots of
T-shirts and dresses are made from cotton.

leather

e

29

Polyester is a man-made material because
it is not made from animals or plants.

Suzy

belt

f

School uniforms
What do you know?

17

Wool is made from animal fur.
There are lots of clothes made from wool
like jumpers or gloves.

5

CA
rTNl!d
W i d e r WDI o
O IT!

Listen and find. Then say the name.

Clothes are made from different materials
like leather, wool, cotton or polyester.

18

2:46

I’m Emma and I’m from Canada.
I’mLulu
not wearing aHarry
uniform. In my school
Matt
we haven’t got uniforms. Here I’m
wearing a pink shirt and my favourite
blue jeans. I’ve got my pink bag! I love
it! Pink is my favourite colour.

Beth

Play a guessing game.
Is he wearing a colourful scarf?

1
No, he isn’t.

Listen and read.

I’m Scott and I’m from the UK. My school is
in Oxford and we’ve got uniforms. Here I’m
wearing my uniform. It’s a blue shirt, grey
trousers and a blue jacket. I’m also wearing
my black school shoes. When I’m at home
I wear a T-shirt, blue jeans and trainers.
My favourite T-shirt is red.

21

1

Scott’s school is in Manchester

2

Scott’s favourite T-shirt is red

3

Emma’s school is in the USA

4

Emma’s favourite colour is green

Oxford .

Glasgow

purple .

black

School uniforms

Australia .

Canada

orange

pink .

17

polyester

1

Wool is made from animal fur.

2

Leather is made from animal hair.

3

Cotton is made from trees.

4

Polyester is not made from animals

30

I’m wearing a plain woolly jumper. These
are my favourite trousers.

Look and answer.

Read and say True or False.

19

1

What’s the jumper made from?

2

What’s the belt made from?

3

What’s the T-shirt made from?

4

What’s the blouse made from?

27

What materials are your clothes made from? Talk with a friend.

Lesson 9

Can understand a text about materials

What do you know?

2:47

wool

16

62

Lesson 10

flip-flops

1

Are you wearing a uniform today?

2

Scott isn’t wearing a uniform.

2

What are you wearing today?

3

Do you like what you’re wearing

Can assess what I have learnt in Unit 5

my pink T-shirt

1 Draw the table.
2 Write four questions for your survey.
3 Ask three friends your questions.
4 Present your results to the class.

HOME

SCHOOL
SCHOOL

LINK

Tell the results of your survey to your family.

today?

65

Can understand texts about school uniforms

Lesson 8

I C AN
T!
DO IT!

Listen and find. Then say the name.

5

Can talk about school uniforms

Target language is practised in every unit through a cross-curricular
topic
such bas Naturalc Science, dSocial Science,
Art and
Music, etc.
a
e
f
2:48

Clothes are made from different materials
like leather, wool, cotton or polyester.
Wool is made from animal fur.
There are lots of clothes made from wool
like jumpers or gloves.

Leather is made from animal skins. Lots of
belts and bags are made from leather.

www.pearsonELT.es/poptropicaenglishislands
Rob

Suzy

Listen and read.

SUSAN

Emma is wearing a uniform.

Lesson 7

2:46

I’m Scott and I’m from the UK. My schoo
in Oxford and we’ve got uniforms. Here
wearing my uniform. It’s a blue shirt, gr
trousers and a blue jacket. I’m also wear
my black school shoes. When I’m at hom
I wear a T-shirt, blue jeans and trainer
My favourite T-shirt is red.

Ask and answer.

20

1

I can identify and describe items of clothing. 3
Emma’s wearing a T-shirt.
I can ask and answer about what people are wearing.
I can understand a text about materials.
4 Scott’s wearing sandals.

28

Listen and read. Then say True or False.

No

What’s your favourite
item of clothing?

FRED

or plants.
26

MARISA

a blouse, a skirt,
white socks,
leather shoes

18

Wider
1 World sections
explore an element of 2
international culture
linked to the unit topic.

Make a class survey. Tell the class.
YOUR
What do you wear Do you like
FRIENDS to school?
uniforms?

What are you wearing? Tell a friend.

What do you know?
I’m Emma and I’m from Canada.
I’m not wearing a uniform. In my school
we haven’t got uniforms. Here I’m
wearing a pink shirt and my favourite
blue jeans. I’ve got my pink bag! I love
it! Pink is my favourite colour.

Today, Maria is wearing a white T-shirt, a blue jumper and a blue skirt.
When she’s at home she wears jeans, T-shirts and trainers.
Her favourite T-shirt is purple and blue.

23

cotton

W i d e r World

Write about your classmate’s clothes in your notebook.

22

2

Yes, he is.
It’s Matt!

uniform

5

Read again. Then choose.

Is he wearing hiking boots?

64

65

Can assess what I have learnt in Unit 5

Today, Maria is wearing a white T-shirt, a blue jumper and a blue skirt.
When she’s at home she wears jeans, T-shirts and trainers.
Her favourite T-shirt is purple and blue.

Today, Maria is wearing a white T-shirt, a blue jumper and a blue skirt.
When she’s at home she wears jeans, T-shirts and trainers.
Her favourite T-shirt is purple and blue.

2

black

Canada

Emma’s favourite colour is green

purple .

black

3

Lesson 10

Can understand a text about materials

tracksuit

Oxford .

Glasgow

4
22

2

22

5

1

I’m Scott and I’m from the UK. My school is
in Oxford and we’ve got uniforms. Here I’m
wearing my uniform. It’s a blue shirt, grey
trousers and a blue jacket. I’m also wearing
my black school shoes. When I’m at home
I wear a T-shirt, blue jeans and trainers.
My favourite T-shirt is red.

Scott’s school is in Manchester

Can understand a text about materials4

I can identify and describe items of clothing.
I can ask and answer about what people are wearing.
I can understand a text about materials.

I can identify and describe items of clothing.
I can ask and answer about what people are wearing.
Glasgow
Oxford .
I can understand a text about materials.

Lesson 9

1

Listen and read.

2:46

I’m Emma and I’m from Canada.
I’m not wearing a uniform. In my school
we haven’t got uniforms. Here I’m
wearing a pink shirt and my favourite
blue jeans. I’ve got my pink bag! I love
it! Pink is my favourite colour.

Wo r l d

know?

18

5

What materials are your clothes made from? Talk with a friend.

27

21 Read again. Then choose.
rials are your clothes made from? Talk with a friend.

School uniforms

I’m wearing a plain woolly jumper. These
are my favourite trousers.

Look and answer.

26

1

Beth

Lulu

Harry

Matt

Read and say True or False.

19

63

62

Ask and answer.

20

1

Emma is wearing a uniform.

1

Are you wearing a uniform toda

2

Scott isn’t wearing a uniform.

2

What are you wearing today?

3

Emma’s wearing a T-shirt.

3

Do you like what you’re wearing

4

Scott’s wearing sandals.

Lesson 7

today?

Can understand texts about school uniform

The course has been designed so that all components are aligned
to provide the best practice methodology and an innovative digital environment, both in and outside of
the classroom.

Active Teach
Available both online and oﬄine, this
tool for IWB facilitates effective interactive
lessons. Includes extra resources such as
photocopiables and tests.

Poptropica English World
Poptropica English World is an online
environment which together with the
Active Teach allows you to choose your
preferred digital approach in your lessons,
depending on your situation.

Islands Adventure Game
When playing the online Islands Adventure
Game, pupils practise language tasks from
the units while engaging with the characters
in the course.

Vocabulary App
A fun digital component which helps pupils
reinforce the vocabulary presented in the
course.

8

5

Listen and repeat.

2:32

1

2

3

4

beanie

scarf

ski jacket

6

5

7

woolly jumper

8

leather

fancy

hiking boots

tights

9

This is my favourite scarf.
It’s red and blue.

10

plain
colourful

9

Listen and choose. Then sing.

2:33

eText Premium
A full digital edition of the Pupil’s Book and
Activity Book is available for schools which
require a complete digital solution.

Where’s my red scarf? Where’s my red scarf?
I’ve got my old blue
my coat and my

/

/

.

,

But not my red scarf! Not my red scarf!
My sister’s in the bedroom.

What’s she wearing? She’s wearing my

/

.

Is she wearing my scarf? No, she isn’t. No, no, no!
My brother’s in the garden.

What’s he wearing? He’s wearing my

/

Is he wearing my scarf? Yes, he is. Yes, yes, yes!
Hey, that’s my scarf!

58

Lesson 3

love my colourful bow tie.
Do you like it?

.

Can identify more items of clothing and words that describe them

She’s wearing a plain white shirt.

2

He’s wearing a big green T-shirt.

She’s wearing brown leather shoes.

4

He’s wearing big blue trousers.

Lesson 4

Can talk about my favourite clothes

59
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PRIMARY

Enriched Digital Oﬀer

PRIMARY

Poptropica English

NEW

Makes learning English
an unforgettable adventure!
Poptropica English is a six-level primary English series that engages
young learners like never before. Ideal for programmes of 2-3 hours
per week, pupils learn in a world of exciting stories, adventures and
quests. The course contains a unique combination of beautiful inclass materials and fun-ﬁlled online content including the Poptropica
English World and the Island Adventure Game, creating a world of
excitement and adventure that kids won’t want to leave.
Solid methodology and progression
Proven pedagogy with the tried and tested “5Ps” approach that is
easy to teach with and gets great results. A smooth progression of
skills for reading and writing, with a gradual increase in challenge at
each stage, enables pupils to seamlessly progress to the next level
of learning.

Authors
Tessa Lochowski
Linnette Erocak
Sagrario Salaberri
Viv Lambert
Fiona Beddall
Laura Miller
Aaron Jolly

Assessment for Learning
Poptropica English includes Assessment for Learning techniques,
which enhance learning by supporting pupils in understanding what
they know and what they need to do next and empowering them
to take responsibility for their learning. Teachers are better placed
to understand where their pupils are and to make decisions about
how to help them improve.

Series Consultant
David Nunan

Projects

6 Levels
Pre-A1 - A2
BE

Active methodologies to increase learner’s motivation include fun,
practical projects in every unit that bring together what pupils have
studied and allow them to personalise and share what they have
learned.

Poptropica English
delivers a unique
immersive and
ﬂexible curriculum
underpinned by a
sound pedagogical
programme

ISBNs

CLIL and Culture references
Integrated within each unit are links to other school subjects as well
as the opportunity to study children’s lives and cultures in other
parts of the world.
Enriched Digital Oﬀer
A full digital package includes the Online World, Active Teach for
Interactive Whiteboards, Vocabulary App and eText for all devices,
including tablets. The widest range of materials which provide
opportunities to enrich pupils’ learning both in school and at home.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Pupil’s Book

9788420567846 9788420568065 9788420568164

TBC

9788420568263

TBC

Activity Book with
Vocabulary App

9788420568003 9788420568102 9788420568201

TBC

9788420568300

TBC

eText Premium

9788420567914 9788420568096 9788420568195

TBC

9788420568294

TBC

18
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For pupils

’m wearing

a cap.
trainers.

or false?

43
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Pupil’s Book

Poptropica English World & Islands Adventure Game

Ideal for programmes of 2-3 hours per
week, the pupil’s book introduces the
new language in lively and engaging
contexts. Songs, chants, stories,
games, listening and reading texts
as well as communicative activities
ensure lessons are varied, motivating
and effective.

The Online World provides an interactive online experience where
children learn and revise through play and absorb English without even
realizing it.

eText Basic
Digital version of the Pupil’s Book with
integrated audio and video material.

Activity Book with Vocabulary App
The Activity Book provides reinforcement and consolidation of
the language presented in the Pupil’s Book. It contains controlled
and more open practice plus personalisation and further listening
and reading texts. The App helps pupils to practise the vocabulary
presented in the units.

Also available for all levels:
• eText Premium
Fully interactive digital version of the Pupil’s Book and Activity Book
with integrated interactive activities, audio and video material.

For the teacher
Teacher’s Book
With step-by-step lesson plans showing how the
key competences are integrated, the Teacher’s
Book is a complete and flexible guide to using
all of the components in the classroom for
schools with 2-3 sessions of English per week.

Active Teach for IWB
The complete interactive version of the Pupil’s Book with video clips, and
interactive activities. The perfect way to make the most of the digital flashcards,
word cards, story cards and posters. Includes extra photocopiable resources and
tests.

Online Teacher’s Resource Materials
Digital teacher resources to accompany and supplement your teaching. Includes
full Teacher’s Book content, tests and photocopiables. Access your resources
online anywhere, anytime and print off the pages you need for your day’s lesson.

www.pearsonELT.es/poptropicaenglish

Test Booklet
Photocopiable
materials
Posters
Flashcards
Story Cards
Word Cards
Audio CDs
eText Basic /
eText Premium
Waldo Puppet

19

5

Clothes

Wool is made from animal fur.
There are lots of clothes made from wool
like jumpers or gloves.

Rob

Suzy

Poptropica English

PRIMARY

Leather is made from animal skins. Lots of
belts and bags are made from leather.

Cotton is made from plants. Lots of
T-shirts and dresses are made from cotton.

5

Yes, he is.

Listen and chant. Circle the clothes.

Hey, hey! What are you wearing?
I’m wearing a uniform.
Hey, hey! What are you wearing?
I’m wearing a jacket.
PROD 2! What are you wearing?
I’m wearing a cap.
A cap?
It isn’t a cap. It’s a sweatshirt!

a shirt

What do you know?

2:21

It’s Matt!

What do you know?What are you wearing? Tell a friend.

1

2

2:17

Listen and find. What’s missing?

a tracksuit

polyester

2

shorts

3

2:18

b

6

ade from?

4

trainers.

Read and say. True or false?
Listen and check.

4

trainers

Listen and say.

2:19

c

d

e

1

I’m wearing a tracksuit.

19

2:36

I C AN
T!
DO IT!

Listen and number.

2

I’m wearing a cap.

3

a

b

c

I’m wearing a sweatshirt.

Listen and find. What’s missing?
f

g

h

20

In pairs, talk about your clothes.

7

i

What are you
wearing?

I’m wearing jeans
and a sweatshirt.

42

Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Can identify some clothing items

02/03/2017 09:47
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Picture 2

1

Is she wearing yellow trousers?

3

Is she wearing a uniform?

Is she wearing big shoes?

4

Is she wearing black socks?

Picture 3

02/03/2017 09:47

5

What do you know?

16

43

Can ask and answer about what people are wearing

Ask and answer the questions with a friend.

I’m wearing a plain woolly jumper. These
are my favourite trousers.

Picture 1
2

What’s the belt made from?
What’s the

2:23

a cap.

a jacket

M05_POEN_PUB_02GLB_BR_1648_U05.indd 42

2

What are you wearing? I’m wearing

a uniform

Listen and number.

a

2:26

ade from?

2:22

a sweatshirt

Polyester is not made from animals

Previous knowledge
or plants.
is activated
through
Assessment for Learning
activities.

30

a cap

Leather is made from animal hair.

4

nswer.

NEW

Is he wearing hiking boots?
5

jeans

2

M

No, he isn’t.

Clothes

1

trees.

Harry

Is he wearing a colourful scarf?

Assessment for Learning

nimal fur.

Lulu

Play a guessing game.

29

Polyester is a man-made material because
it is not made from animals or plants.

Level 3 - Unit 5

Beth

5

Is he wearing black trousers?

6

Is he wearing trainers?

What are you wearing? Draw and write in your
notebook. Ask and answer.

21

What are you wearing?

complete
a selfblousePupils
made
from?
17
Listen, read and match.
assessment task in every unit
to confirm where they are on
tidy the bedroomI can2 identify and describe 48items
Lesson 7 of clothing.
their learning1journey.

I’m wearing a blue cap.

2:34

I can identify some clothing items.
I can talk about what people are wearing.
I can identify household chores.

rials are your clothes made from? Talk with a friend.

M05_POEN_PUB_02GLB_BR_1648_U05.indd 48

make the bed

Projects

Can assess what I have learnt in Unit 5

I can ask and answer about what people are wearing.
I can understand a text about materials.

T-shirt

Lesson 10

Can understand a text about materials

wash the dishes

4

3

02/03/2017 09:48

Can assess what I have learn

5
tracksuit
lay the table

What do you know?

16

17

2:34

Listen, read and match.

1

Mum:

Help me lay the table, Amy.

Amy:

2
OK.

Dad:

Can you tidy your bedroom, Donna?

tidy the bedroom

1

2

make the bed

A project encourages
personalisation and
production of the unit
language. Projects can
lead to further research
opportunities, enabling
pupils to develop research
and evaluation skills.

Donna: Yes, Dad.
wash the dishes
3

3

Mum:
lay the table

Ann:

baseball hat

1

2

Mum:

Help me lay the table, Amy.

Amy:

OK.

Dad:

Can you tidy your bedroom, Donna?

4

Dad:
Tom:

Donna: Yes, Dad.
3

Mum:

4

Sorry. I can’t. I’m busy.

Dad:

Wash the dishes, Tom.

2:35

Sorry. I can’t. I’m busy.
Wash the dishes, Tom.

Make a chores chart.
Talk to a friend.

OK.

1
2
3
4

Make the bed, please.

Ann:

Tom:
18

4

Make the bed, please.

18

Look at Activity 17.
Listen and check.

2:35

Make a chores chart.
Talk to a friend.

OK.

Lesson 6

Look at Activity 17.
Listen and check.

Lesson 6
M05_POEN_PUB_02GLB_BR_1648_U05.indd 47

1 Think about your chores this week.
2 Prepare a list of your chores.
3 Make a chores chart.
4 Talk about your chores chart.

47

Can identify some common household chores / Can make a chores chart
47

Can identify some common household chores / Can make a chores chart

M05_POEN_PUB_02GLB_BR_1648_U05.indd 47

Think about your chores this week.
Prepare a list of your chores.
Make a chores chart.
Talk about your chores chart.

02/03/2017 09:48
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CLIL and Culture references
17

5

What do you know?

16

tidy the bedroom

1

belt

School uniforms

Listen, read and match.

2:34

What do you know?

1

2

2

2:37

My name’s Jiaming. I’m from China.
We’ve got a uniform in my school.
I’m wearing a white shirt, blue shorts,
black socks and black trainers.

Wider World 3

3

4

School uniforms

I’m Scott and I’m from the United
Kingdom. My school is in Oxford and
we’ve got a uniform. I’m wearing a blue
shirt, grey trousers and a blue jacket.
I’m wearing my black school shoes.

My name’s Clara and I’m from Mexico.
In my school we haven’t got a uniform.
Here I’m wearing a red T-shirt, black
trousers and my favourite trainers.
They’re black and white.

4

3

I’m Emma and I’m from Canada.
I’m not wearing a uniform. I’m wearing
my favourite jeans and a pink shirt.
I love my pink bag!

Listen and read. How many children have got uniforms?

make the bed

wash the dishes

uniform

Wider World 3

2

1

Mum:

Help me lay the table, Amy.

Amy:

OK.

2

Dad:

Can you tidy your bedroom, Donna?

Dad:

Wash the dishes, Tom.

Tom:

OK.

Ann:

18

2

Make the bed, please.
Sorry. I can’t. I’m busy.

3

Make a chores chart.
Talk to a friend.

Lesson 6

Can identify some common household chores / Can make a chores chart

M05_POEN_PUB_02GLB_BR_1648_U05.indd 47

17

2:34

47
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What do you know?

16

1

1 Think about your chores this week.
2 Prepare a list of your chores.
3 Make a chores chart.
4 Talk about your chores chart.

Look at Activity 17.
Listen and check.

2:35

5

50

flip-flops
4

Write C (Clara), S (Scott), E (Emma) or J (Jiaming).
She isn’t wearing a uniform. She’s wearing a pink shirt.

2

He’s wearing a uniform. He isn’t wearing a jacket.

3

She’s wearing a T-shirt and trainers.

4

He isn’t wearing shorts. He’s wearing trousers.

Wider World 3

Ask and answer.

1

What are you wearing?

2

Are you wearing a uniform?

3

Do you like uniforms?

Wider World 3

Can understand texts about school uniforms

Can talk about what I’m wearing and about my school uniform

02/03/2017 09:48
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Target language is practised in every unit through a cross-curricular
topic such as Natural Science, Social Science, Art and Music, etc.

Listen, read and match.

51
3
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50

Write C (Clara), S (Scott), E (Emma) or J (Jiaming).

1

She isn’t wearing a uniform. She’s wearing a pink shirt.

2

He’s wearing a uniform. He isn’t wearing a jacket.

3

She’s wearing a T-shirt and trainers.

4

He isn’t wearing shorts. He’s wearing trousers.

Wider World 3

M05_POEN_PUB_02GLB_BR_1648_U05.indd 50

1

tidy the bedroom

20

make the bed

I’m Scott and I’m from the United
Kingdom. My school is in Oxford and
we’ve got a uniform. I’m wearing a blue
shirt, grey trousers and a blue jacket.
I’m wearing my black school shoes.

1

Donna: Yes, Dad.

4

Listen and read. How many children have got uniforms?

My name’s Clara and I’m from Mexico.
In my school we haven’t got a uniform.
Here I’m wearing a red T-shirt, black
trousers and my favourite trainers.
They’re black and white.

1

Mum:

2:37

Wider World sections
explore an element of
international culture
linked to the unit topic.

lay the table

3

What do you know?

1

2

2

www.pearsonELT.es/poptropicaenglish

Can understand texts about school uniforms

02/03/2017 09:48

PRIMARY

Enriched Digital Oﬀer
The course has been designed so that all components are aligned
to provide the best practice methodology and an innovative digital
environment, both in and outside of the classroom.

Active Teach
Available both online and oﬄine, this
tool for IWB facilitates effective interactive
lessons. Includes extra resources such as
photocopiables and tests.

Poptropica English World
Poptropica English World is an online
environment which together with the
Active Teach allows you to choose your
preferred digital approach in your lessons,
depending on your situation.

Islands Adventure Game
When playing the online Islands Adventure
Game, pupils practise language tasks from
the units while engaging with the characters
in the course.

Vocabulary App
A fun digital component which helps pupils
reinforce the vocabulary presented in the
course.

5

Lesson 4
M05_POEN_PUB_02GLB_BR_1648_U05.indd 45

Can read and talk about other children’s favourite clothes / Can pronounce words that include /sk/ and /ʃ/

eText Premium
A full digital edition of the Pupil’s Book and
Activity Book is available for schools which
require a complete digital solution.

45
02/03/2017 09:47
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PRIMARY

Big English
Think BIG, Dream BIG
Big English is the most complete package for your pupils. It gives
your pupils all they need to learn English. And it gives you everything
you need to engage your pupils and get great results.
21st Century Skills approach
Big English is perfect for a well-balanced approach to teaching
English. Ready-made Content and Language Integrated Learning
(CLIL) lessons and those all important 21st Century Skills help you to
challenge pupils to be creative, think critically and collaborate.
Assessment for Learning

Authors
Mario Herrera
Christopher Sol Cruz
6 Levels
Pre-A1 - B1
BE
www.pearsonELT.com/bigenglish

The course uses ground-breaking Assessment for Learning
techniques. These techniques help you pinpoint where pupils need
help. It’s a great way to get pupils more involved in the learning
process to become more effective learners.
Personalised teaching
It takes the pain out of preparing for your class as it gives you all
the materials you need to effectively manage each lesson. Track
individual student progress so you can personalise your teaching
for them.
Helps you to show results
It can be used in conjunction with MyEnglishLab, which includes fun
games, videos and puzzles that are great at capturing the attention
of energetic young learners. Personalise tests and assessments for
each learner and check their progress quickly and easily.

Also available
Islands
Where learning is an adventure!
A groundbreaking course for Primary pupils, which combines ELT
methodologies with game-based learning to yield ambitious learning
outcomes and oﬀer solid preparation for Cambridge Young Learners
English Testing (YLE), Key and Trinity Exams.
www.pearsonELT.es/islands

Our Discovery Island
Where English is an adventure!
Guided communication, collaboration, fun characters, and engaging
stories motivate learners and make learning English more exciting
than ever.
www.pearsonELT.es/ourdiscoveryisland

22

Big Fun
Big Fun for a big start in English
Big Fun teaches young children English – by listening,
imitating and repeating – in the same way that they learn
their native language. And they gain the conﬁdence to
speak English on their own.
www.pearsonELT.com/bigfun

My Little Island
Where the adventure begins
This unique and engaging series takes children on an
exciting fantasy island adventure with characters their
own age. The course is designed to help children learn
to communicate in English through a four-skills-based
approach that builds increasing language proﬁciency
through pre-reading/reading, pre-writing/writing, listening,
and speaking lessons and activities.
www.pearsonELT.com/mylittleisland

Ricky The Robot
Fun classes, happy kids!
The course that really reﬂects young childrens’ tastes and
interests. Children will learn English with Ricky without
even noticing it, through fun and innovative characters,
attractive illustrations, engaging stories and a wide variety
of digital materials.
Teachers will love the innovative but easy-to-use range of
top classroom resources.
www.pearsonELT.es/ricky
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PRE-PRIMARY

Also available for Pre-primary

NEW

Our musical journey!
Discover Music is a new 6-level primary course which takes
pupils on a fun journey through time where they experience
music and culture. Highly visual illustrations, characters and
original music repertoire will turn learning music into an
adventure for your pupils.
Attractive and engaging content
Contents are presented in an innovative, attractive and
detailed way and are developed progressively throughout
the course. Pupils are taken on an adventure where they
travel through time and get to know all the key aspects and
characters of music history right up to the present day.

Authors
Michael R. Berg
Dances by Victoria Diaque

Musical proposals to use in class
Carefully elaborated songs, orchestral pieces and dances
which engage pupils to play along and practise in a CLIL
environment.

6 Levels
Levels 1, 2, 3 & 5
available in 2018

Flexible structure
The Pupil’s Book and Activity Book are complementary and
independent at the same time which allows teachers to
follow the curriculum even when using only one of them.

Pupil’s Book
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Join us on a fascinating journey through time to discover the music
and culture of the past. Featuring colourful illustrations, engaging
characters and an original selection of songs, Discover Music is the
ideal coursebook for Primary pupils.
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and culture of the past. Featuring colourful illustrations, engaging
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Join us on a fascinating journey through time to discover the music
and culture of the past. Featuring colourful illustrations, engaging
characters and an original selection of songs, Discover Music is the
ideal coursebook for Primary pupils.
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6

Pupil’s Book with audio CD

9788420566672 9788420566696 9788420566719

–

9788420566733

–

Activity Book with audio CD

9788420566481 9788420566535 9788420566580

–

9788420566634

–

eText Premium

9788420566504 9788420566559 9788420566603

–

9788420566658

–
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www.pearsonELT.es/discovermusic

Music is the best adventure!
Specially developed for schools with bilingual projects.
The presentation of content and vocabulary as well as
grammatical structures are all carefully contextualized
within a CLIL environment.
Features fun and entertaining songs with level-appropriate
vocabulary and matching the context of each unit.
Includes Anglo and international notation.
Digital course available for all six-levels - multi-device for
online and oﬄine use.
Authors
Fernando Argenta
Javier Atance
6 Levels

www.pearsonELT.es/feelthemusic

For pupils

For the teacher

• Pupil’s Book
• Activity Book with audio CD
• Musical album and stickers for levels
1-4 (included in the Activity Book)
• eText+

• Teacher’s Guide
and Audio CD
• Posters
• Active Teach for IWB
• Music Cards

• Dance DVD
• The Symphonic Orchestra DVD
• DVD El Conciertazo (3 DVD)
• The Musical Game (board game)
• Musical Domino

Discover Arts & Crafts
Our artistic journey!
Carefully-selected content centres on material and activities
which relate to the pupil’s own environment to make
learning more relevant.
Through observation activities and the identification and
classification of natural forms, children have fun doing
drawings, paintings, sculptures and constructions that
appeal to their creative instincts.

Authors
Carol-Anne F. Winstanley
6 Levels

Active Teach software for IWB provides the teacher with an
unbeatable selection of resources, such as video tutorials
on arts and crafts techniques and making videos, as well as
extra photocopiable worksheets and audios.
www.pearsonELT.es/discoverartsandcrafts

For pupils

For the teacher

• Pupil’s Book with access code
to online learning zone

• Teacher’s Book
• Teacher’s Guide
• Active Teach for IWB (interactive activities,
videos, comic, games and more)

• Audios
• Photo Gallery
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BILINGUALISM / PLURILINGUALISM

Feel the Music

I
D
E
A
S

Pearson English
Readers
& Supplementary Materials

Through exciting stories, colourful illustrations, fantastic characters and accessible
language, reading in English becomes a rewarding and enjoyable experience for young
learners. Your pupils will want to read more and more, and will soon show significant
progress in their English skills. Teachers using graded readers with young learners report
how pupils develop a broader vocabulary, greater comprehension, improved grammar,
increased reading fluency and greater confidence and ability to express themselves.

www.pearsonenglishreaders.com

PEARSON ENGLISH READERS

Pearson English Kids Readers
What if young learners immersed themselves in learning
English, not because they had to, but because it was fun
and interesting?
Now they can with Pearson English Kids Readers! These
English learning books help children develop their English
by immersing them in the world’s most beloved stories.
Learners discover interesting facts about the world
around them with Content and Language Integrated
Learning (CLIL) titles.

LEVEL

HEADWORDS

Level 1

200 headwords

Level 2

400 headwords

Level 3

600 headwords

Level 4

800 headwords

Level 5

1.000 headwords

Level 6

1.200 headwords

YLE

Starters
Movers

LEVEL 1

ISBN

Making Music CLIL
Nicole Taylor

Peter Pan
Nicola Schoﬁeld

Music has got a tune. A tune has
got a beat. Some tunes are good.
Some tunes are bad. Do you like
music?

Peter Pan and Tinker Bell live in
Neverland. They go to London and
fly into the house. Who is Peter
Pan? Who is Tinker Bell? And what
is Neverland?

ISBN

9781408288214

9781408288528

LEVEL 2

ISBN

Let’s Draw Shapes CLIL
Kay Bentley

Toy Story 1
Caroline Laidlaw

Can you draw shapes? Ovals,
circles, a square? Can you draw
straight and curved lines? Great!
Now you can draw a bird, a fish,
a boat, a tree, flowers and a
beautiful butterfly!

Andy is a boy with toys. Woody,
the sheriff, is his favorite toy. It’s
Andy’s birthday. He gets a new toy,
a space ranger. But can Woody
and the space ranger be friends?

ISBN

9781408288269

9781408288597

LEVEL 3

ISBN
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9781408288313

Sport with Trainer Tim CLIL
Maria Iturain

Beauty and the Beast
Caroline Laidlaw

Can you balance on one foot? Can
you balance on two hands? Can
you run? Can you stretch? Yes, you
can! Learn about different sports
and champions... and try some
activities with your friends!

One day an old woman arrived at
a castle. A prince opened the door.
“Help me!” she cried.
“No. Go away!” shouted the Prince.
Suddenly, she was a beautiful
enchantress. “Now you are a beast
because you are cruel.”
Belle rides her horse through
the forest. The horse is scared.
Suddenly, they see the Beast’s
enchanted castle. Who or what is
she going to find in the castle?

ISBN

9781408288627
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LEVELS

LEVEL 4

ISBN

Brain Gym CLIL
Laura Miller

The Incredibles
Helen Parker

You use your brain all the time. It
is like a very intelligent computer
inside your head. What does your
brain look like? What does it do?
Come on, let’s exercise your brain!

The Incredibles are a family of
superheroes. But people do not
want superheroes anymore! Mr.
Incredible becomes Bob Parr and
gets a normal job. It is very boring.
One day he gets a message … He
must stop the Omnidroid! But who
is Syndrome and what does he
want?
ISBN

9781408288153

9781408288689

LEVEL 5

ISBN

9781408288429

Into I.T. CLIL
Laura Miller

WALL-E
Helen Parker

The World Wide Web is a virtual
world. We can’t feel it or touch
it, but it connects millions of
people around the world – sharing
information and communicating.
Today, we can shop for just about
anything, study, look at photos,
watch films, send emails, play
games or talk with friends online.
We love being online, but it can be
dangerous too!
Do you know who started some
of the biggest websites on the
Internet? What other ways there
are to store information? How to
be safe online? This book will tell
you.

A little robot called WALL-E moves
through the mountains of trash on
planet Earth.
The people escaped a long time
ago when Earth became too dirty
and dangerous. They all went to
live on a big space station and left
behind a lot of robots to clean the
planet. Now WALL-E is the only
robot left on Earth.
When WALL-E finds a small, green
thing and sees a strange red light
at his feet, his life changes.
WALL-E’s space story is just
starting…

ISBN

9781408288733

LEVEL 6

ISBN

9781408288467

Our Changing Planet CLIL
Coleen Degnan-Veness

Up
Coleen Degnan-Veness

More than 1.2 million plant and
animal species live on Earth.
There are dry deserts, icy deserts,
rainforests, grasslands, mountains
and oceans. All amazing habitats
for life on this planet. But the
climate is changing… Find out the
things YOU can do to help protect
our planet.
Do you know who started some
of the biggest websites on the
Internet? What other ways there
are to store information? How to
be safe online? This book will tell
you.

When Carl was a boy, he often
wore goggles and a helmet
because he imagined he was an
explorer.
Now Carl is an old man and he
has to go to live in a home for the
elderly. But when two men come
to take Carl to the home, they hear
a loud noise and see something
amazing!
Thousands of balloons on ropes
are coming out of the chimney,
pulling the house UP into the air!
Read about Carl’s amazing
adventure.

ISBN

9781408288764

www.pearsonenglishreaders.com
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PEARSON ENGLISH READERS

6

PEARSON ENGLISH READERS

Pearson English Active Readers
GSE 10

A variety of stories that offer
an intensive reading experience
to support and develop
learners who wish to deeply
understand the text. Additional
tasks, assessment and progress
tests are available in the book
and on the packaged CD.

Level 6

3.000 headwords

Level 5

2.300 headwords

Level 4

1.700 headwords

Level 3

1.200 headwords

Level 2

600 headwords

Level 1

300 headwords

Easy Starts

200 headwords
CEFR

20

<A1

30

A1

40

A2+

50

B1+

60

70

B2+

80

90

C1

C2

This chart serves as a rough guide to choosing both Pearson English Active Readers and
Pearson English Readers for your pupils.

EASY STARTS

LEVEL 1

Newspaper Chase
John Escott

African Safari
Izabella Hearn

Little Women
Louisa May Alcott

Harry Black steals
a million dollar
picture and hides it
in a newspaper in
his room. But Janey
is keen on recycling
old papers.

Adam and Lily are
on holiday in Africa.
They want to see
the animals - the Big
Five. But one person
in their group is not
very happy, or very
friendly. Who is she?
What is she doing in
Kenya? What is her
problem?

The story of the
four March sisters
and their loves,
problems and
adventures is
sometimes sad,
often funny but
always charming.
Louisa May Alcott
wrote Little Women
in 1868.

ISBN 9781292108520

ISBN 9781408264041

ISBN 9781292121444

Pearson English Readers
World-renowned stories rewritten for English
learners. With Pearson English Readers, learners will
be motivated to read, learn, and succeed.
Choose from a large selection of book and film-

EASY STARTS

LEVEL 1

The Last Photo
Bernard Smith

ISBN 9781405880602
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Pam and Martin
visit Cambridge.
Pam takes a photo,
but a man walks
in front of her.
Later Martin sees
a picture of a man
in a newspaper.
The police want
this man. Is he the
same man? And
where is he now?
Does Pam’s photo
have the answers?

based titles across 13 different genres, appropriate
for different age groups.
Bring more interaction into your classroom with
great teacher resources for every title.

ISBN 9781405878005

The Adventures of
Tom Sawyer
Mark Twain

20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea
Jules Verne

Tom Sawyer loves
adventures. He
has them at home,
at school, and
with his friends
—Huck Finn, Joe
Harper, and Becky
Thatcher. Tom has
one adventure in a
graveyard, one in
an old house, one
in a cave. Who does
he see in those
places—and why is
he afraid?

This is the story
of Captain Nemo
and his submarine,
the Nautilus. One
day, Nemo finds
three men in the
sea. For months
the men live on
the Nautilus. They
find a town on the
sea floor, beautiful
coasts and a lot of
gold. But they want
to go home. Can
they escape from
Nemo’s submarine?

www.pearsonenglishreaders.com

ISBN 9781405877992

Practice Tests Plus

NEW

Lots of practice with hints and guidance
on approaching diﬀerent exam tasks

EXAMS

Supplementary Materials
EDITION

Practice Tests Plus familiarise young learners with the task types, question
formats and style of the test papers. The new editions include speaking test videos
of candidates with examiners and extra material for classroom use.
Young Learners
Student’s Book

Starters

Movers

Flyers

9781292240282

9781292240244

9781292240213

Key

Key for Schools

ISBNs
Student's Book with audio CDs

New Starters, Movers
and Flyers Practice
Tests Plus fully updated
for new YLE 2018 exams

Student's Book with Key with Multi-ROM Audio CD Pack

9781292159560

Student's Book without Key with Multi-ROM Audio CD Pack

9781292162980

ISBNs

1 PET

2 PET

Student's Book with Key and Multi-ROM Pack

9781405822831

Student's Book without Key and Multi-ROM Pack

9781405822879

Student's Book with Key and Access Code

3 PET

9781405831369
9781447954866

Student's Book with Key with Multi-ROM Audio CD Pack

9781292159577

Student's Book without Key with Multi-ROM Audio CD Pack

9781292162997

ISBNs
Key for Schools Exam Practice Booklet

9781292174037

Preliminary for Schools Exam Practice Booklet

9781292174051

First for Schools Exam Practice Booklet

9781292174020

New Grammar Time
Make it fun time with New Grammar Time!
New Grammar Time puts the sparkle into teaching grammar through cute
cartoons and appealing characters, both in the book and in the grammar- packed
CD-ROM. New Grammar Time is great in class or at home and perfect for preparing
pupils for the Cambridge Young Learners English Test, Key, and PET.
ISBNs
Student's Book with Multi-ROM

Authors
Sandy Jervis
Maria Carling

1

2

3

4

5

9781405866972

9781405866989

9781405866996

9781405867009

9781405867016

5 Levels
A1 - B1
BE

www.pearsonELT.es/newgrammartime

New Round-Up
Grammar can be fun!
Pupils ﬁnd grammar practice enjoyable and easy to understand with clear
grammar tables and explanations. A variety of games, written exercises and the
interactive student CD-ROM give students plenty of opportunities for practice.
ISBNs
Student’s Book/CD-ROM Pack

Student’s Book/CD-ROM Pack

Authors
Virginia Evans
Jenny Dooley

7 Levels
A1 - B1
BE

Starter

1

2

3

9781408235034

9781408234907

9781408234921

9781408234945

4

5

6

9781408234976

9781408234990

9781408235010

www.pearsonELT.es/newround-up
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GRAMMAR

6 Levels
BE

9781405822848

DICTIONARIES

Longman Diccionario Junior

BILINGUAL

Primary to Young learners / A1 / BE
70,000 words, phrases and meanings.
Full-colour bilingual dictionary written specially for Spanish Young
Learners.
All the words pupils need for other school subjects such as Science and
Arts and Crafts.
Integrated Cuaderno de Actividades to help young learners consolidate
new words.

ISBN
Flexi with CD-ROM

9781408232378

Great CD-ROM with full dictionary contents in handy ‘pop-up’ mode for
instant help and reference, as well as a picture dictionary and a special
‘listen & record’ function to help practise pronunciation.

Longman Diccionario Pocket

BILINGUAL

Beginner to Intermediate / A1-A2 / AE BE
141,000 words, phrases and meanings plus 1,000 notes on keywords or
translation problems make it the most comprehensive bilingual dictionary
at this level.
Full-colour bilingual dictionary written specially for Spanish speakers,
giving explanations and specific help in the student’s native language.
Great CD-ROM with full dictionary contents in handy ‘pop-up’ mode for
instant help and reference when working on a computer.
Integrated special 32-page Guía Plus with extra activities.

ISBN
Flexi with CD-ROM

9781408215319

Longman Photo Dictionary

MONOLINGUAL

Beginner to Intermediate / A1-A2 / BE
3,500 pictures grouped into topic areas such as food, houses, clothes,
computers, etc.
Listen to words on the audio CDs and build fluency through class
conversations and writing activities found on every page.
ISBN
Paper with Audio CDs

9781408261958

Also available:
Longman Young Children’s
Picture Dictionary
ISBN
Dictionary with Audio CD
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Longman Picture
Dictionary

Longman Children’s Picture
Dictionary

ISBN
9789620054105

Dictionary

ISBN
9780175564545

www.pearsonELT.com/dictionaries

Dictionary with Audio CD

9789620052330

Workbook 1

9789620053177

Workbook 2

9789620053184

Learning is a
never-ending
road of discovery,
challenge,
inspiration
and wonder.

FREE

POSTER
FOR YOUR
CLASSROOM!

Want to
contact us?
Teacher’s support
Please email us at pearsonELT@pearson.com
902 090 378

For orders
Please email us at pedidos.cga@anaya.es
902 426 292

We’d love to hear from you!

In collaboration with

